Clarification raised by M/s C&S Electric, New Delhi in their email were clarified as follows:

**Commercial Query:**

**Non Clarity of Payment terms.**
*Response:* IISe payment terms is 80% against receipt of materials at site & 20% on Erection, Installation & Commissioning

**EMD amount of Rs. 6,66,000 is in which form and which bank (Nationalized/ Scheduled) is not available in tender document**
*Response:* EMD amount to be in the form of a DD (demand Draft) from any nationalized bank to be drawn in favour of Registrar, IISe, Bangalore

**Liquidated Damage clause is not mentioned in tender document. What will be the percentage-**
*Response:* Liquidated damage applies as per Indian Institute of Science norms.

**Query-1:** Kindly confirmed us, are you provide Form “C”
*Response:* Form “C” will not be issued from IISe

**Query -2:** Kindly provide the details that store & security facility is available at site and the loading & unloading charges of the material from factory to site store and from site store to site is in your scope or in C&S Scope
*Response:* IISe will provide space for storage, security has to be arranged by yourselves.

**Query -3:** Kindly confirm that the site is without any dispute and ready to work.
*Response: The site is without any dispute and ready to work*

**Query -4:** We are the leading manufacturer of PSS, VCB, ACB/MCCB, Relay, MBC/Distribution Board, LT Panel/MCC Panel/Lighting Panel, Bus Duct, RMU That’s why I would like to request you to kindly approve C&S make equipment.
*Response: C&S make equipment are approved*

**Query -5:** Kindly Confirm that is there any vendor registration process to participate in this tender, and kindly provide us the procedure of participation in this tender.-
*Response: Vendor registration is not required at this point, which will be done at later stage*